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Korea willing to invest in energy, infra, ICT

Visiting South Korean Prime Minister Lee Nak-yon said on Sunday his country is willing to invest in energy,

infrastructure, and ICT in Bangladesh to boost economic cooperation between the two nations. The Asian

economic dynamo is also interested in investing in other potential sectors, which would help Bangladesh diversify

its products away from the readymade garment products. The assurance came when the Korean premier, who

arrived in Dhaka on Saturday on a three-day visit, was delivering the keynote address at the Bangladesh-Korea

Business Forum held at a city hotel. The forum was themed 'Promoting Business Ties Today: Bringing Mutual

Prosperity Tomorrow.' Presenting the keynote paper, the Korean prime minister said his country wants to help

Bangladesh set up hi-tech industrial parks for manufacturing diversified products. "I hope the Korea-Bangladesh

Business Forum will help advance bilateral relations between the two countries to a new level," Mr Lee said.
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Govt decides to take ADB loan, finally

The government has finally decided to take out loan from Asian Development Bank (ADB) to reconstruct and

expand the Dhaka-Sylhet highway, sources said. They said the costly Dhaka-Sylhet four-lane project has been

included in the pipeline of ADB for funding till 2025. The project was first included in the ADB's pipeline in 2015 for

funding in 2019 as it completed the feasibility study and detailed design of the corridor up to Tamabil. But the

project was dropped from the pipeline after the government of Bangladesh signed a memorandum of

understanding with a Chinese company to implement it with Chinese government's fund in 2016. "Now the

government has decided to seek support of ADB. Its last mission has included the project for funding under SASEC

(South Asia Sub-regional Economic Cooperation)," said an official. The four-lane project has been facing setback

since the government cancelled the memorandum of understanding (MoU) signed with China Harbour

Engineering Company Ltd (CHEC). As the ADB dropped the project from its pipeline following the MoU, the

government decided to fund the entire project. But the Planning Commission rejected this proposal on the

grounds of lack of enough fund.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/govt-decides-to-take-adb-loan-finally-

1563126697
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Suspicious transactions question Coppertech’s pre-IPO capital hike

Unusual and suspicious transactions took place in the capital raising-related share money deposit accounts of

controversial Coppertech Industries that raised question about the increase in pre-IPO paid-up capital of the

company, according to related bank statements. The statements on share money deposit (money for selling

shares) of the company displayed a number of unusual and suspicious transactions in creating paid-up capital of

the company. Before the approval of initial public offering of Coppertech by the Bangladesh Securities and

Exchange Commission, the company’s paid-up capital was Tk 40 crore. Of the amount, Tk 30 crore was raised by

selling shares through private placement. After analysing the bank statements regarding raising Tk 30 crore

through private placement, it seemed that the company deposited and withdrew a small amount of fund again

and again to make an artificial paid-up capital. The listing of Coppertech with the country’s bourses has been

deadlocked as the company is facing allegations of financial data fabrication.
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DSE suspends People's Leasing's share trading

The Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) has suspended trading of shares in the People's Leasing and Financial Services, a

beleaguered non-bank financial institution, from Sunday. The company's share trading will remain suspended until

the DSE receives confirmation from the Bangladesh Bank (BB) on the liquidation of the company, according to an

official disclosure published on Sunday. The DSE board of directors took the decision in accordance with the Dhaka

Stock Exchange (Listing) Regulations, 2015, at a meeting held at its board room on Thursday last. The decision

came in the wake of a government directive asking the central bank to liquidate the People's Leasing and Financial

Services (PLFS) that saw deterioration of its financial health over the last several years. The liquidation of PLFS

means closing its operations permanently and the government will take action to settle liabilities by selling off its

assets. But the central bank, being the regulator, has to obtain approval from the High Court before liquidation. 

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/dse-suspends-peoples-leasings-share-trading-

1563126265

http://www.newagebd.net/article/78512/suspicious-transactions-question-

coppertechs-pre-ipo-capital-hike

Stocks keep losing amid low confidence on DSE

Stocks witnessed yet another bearish session on Sunday, extending the losing streak for the sixth straight sessions,

as worried investors continued their selling binge on major sectors' shares. DSEX, the prime index of the Dhaka

Stock Exchange (DSE), went down by 42.80 points or 0.81 per cent to settle at 5,179, the lowest in the two-and-a-

half months. DSEX eroded 201 points or 3.73 per cent in the past six consecutive sessions. Market analysts said

investors who have already been grappling with several issues such as penalty tax on listed companies and gas

price hike got panicked by the news of liquidation and trading suspension of People's Leasing and Financial

Services (PLFS). Although the government brought some changes to the budgetary measures for the capital

market, they failed to make any positive impact on the market. Meanwhile, share price of GP rose 3.95 per cent to

close at Tk 344.70 each on Sunday, after losing 7.84 per cent in the past week. Two other indices also edged lower. 
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The High Court yesterday gave the go-ahead to the central bank to appoint a liquidator for People’s Leasing and

Financial Services (PLFS), a non-bank financial institution (NBFI). The bench of Justice Muhammad Khurshid Alam

Sarkar also ordered the Bangladesh Bank to freeze the accounts of those who were in PLFS’s board until 2015,

Tanjib-ul Alam, a lawyer of the central bank, told The Daily Star. Md Asaduzzaman Khan, deputy general manager

of the BB’s financial institutions department, has been appointed as the liquidator. “The High Court has ordered

the liquidator to submit his report to the court,” Alam said. Asked whether a deadline has been given for

submission of the report, the lawyer said: “Liquidation is a complex process and this is the first ever case in the

country. So, the court did not set any specific timeframe for the liquidator.” Sami Huda, managing director of PLFS,

told The Daily Star that he has heard about the court’s order to appoint a liquidator. Earlier on June 27, the finance

ministry instructed the central bank to shutter the NBFI for its failure to improve its conditions, in a first for

Bangladesh’s financial sector.

HC bars 11 former PLFS directors, officials from fund withdrawal

The High Court on Sunday issued an injunction preventing withdrawal of money by eleven individuals — nine

former People’s Leasing and Financial Services Limited (PLFS) directors and two former officials — from their

accounts maintained with banks, non-bank financial institutions and cooperative societies. The 11 individuals

including former PLFS directors M Moazzam Hossain, Nargis Alamin, Humaira Alamin, Arafin Shamsul Alamin,

Mohammad Yusuf Ismail, Motiur Rahman, Biswajit Kumar Roy, Khobiruddin Mia and Mohammad Shohidul Haque,

and former top executives Kobir Mustaq Ahmed and Nripendra Chandra Pandit would not be able to transfer their

moveable and immoveable properties, BB legal counsellor Kazi Ershadul Alam told New Age. Moazzam was also

chairman of PLFS. The company bench of Justice Muhammad Khurshid Alam Sarkar also asked the 11 individuals to 

explain why their bank accounts would not be frozen permanently. 
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Liquidator appointed for People’s Leasing

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/liquidator-appointed-peoples-leasing-1771591

http://www.newagebd.net/article/78507/hc-bars-11-former-plfs-directors-officials-from-fund-

withdrawal

Paramount Textile to buy brand new machinery
The board of directors of Paramount Textile has decided to purchase some brand new capital machinery from

abroad worth nearly Tk 117 million, said an official disclosure on Sunday. The textile company will purchase the

machinery due to enhancement and replacement of machinery of the company for increasing existing production

capacity under the credit facilities of Pubali Bank, said the disclosure. The specifications of the machinery are ---

Stenter Frame Range (China) and Sanforizing Machine (Italy). Total price of the machinery is US$ 1,000,000 and

euro 340,000 respectively which is equivalent nearly Tk 117 million. Paramount Textile's shares on Sunday traded

between Tk 59.80 and Tk 62.20 each on the DSE, before closing at Tk 61.10, gaining 0.49 per cent over the

previous session. In the last one year, its share traded between Tk 52.10 and Tk 75 each. The company disbursed

7.0 per cent cash and 5.0 per cent stock dividend for the year ended on June 30, 2018. The company has reported

earnings per share (EPS) in nine months for July 2018-March 2019 of Tk 2.12 as against Tk 1.20 for July 2017-

March 2018. 
http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/paramount-textile-to-buy-brand-new-

machinery-1563122524
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PDB extends wind power plant bid submission date

The government has extended the bid submission deadline of three wind power projects (each 50-megawatt

capacity) by one month at the request of the bidders, reports UNB. The plants will be set up in Chandpur's Kachua,

Khulna's Mongla and Cox's Bazar's Inani beach. Official sources say state-owned Power Development Board (PDB),

which invited the tender to implement the projects by private sector, rescheduled the closing date to July 30 from

June 30. A top official of the Power Division, under which the PDB is working as a government entity, said "a good

number" of aspirant bidders, mainly from China and India, have shown interest in the projects. They sought a

deadline extension at a pre-bid meeting, he said, adding that the time was increased at their request. Power

Division sources said the government invited tender from private sponsors to set up the wind power plants on

build-own-operate basis in the next two to three years. PDB will purchase electricity from the plants over a period

of 20 years, they said. Wind power generation is one of the untapped sectors in Bangladesh. Officials said the

government's move is part of its strategy adopted in its Power System Master Plan to produce 10 per cent of the

total power from renewable sources.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/pdb-extends-wind-power-plant-bid-

submission-date-1563122992

Baraka Shikalbaha Power starts commercial operation

The Baraka Shikalbaha Power Limited (BSPL) started commercial operation of its 105 mw HFO-fired IPP power

plant situated at Shikalbaha in Chattogram. BSPL is a 51 per cent subsidiary of Baraka Patenga Power Limited,

where Baraka Power Limited has directly invested in 20 per cent equity and through cross holding aggregately

holds 46.01 per cent ownership, said an official disclosure on Sunday. The company informed that Bangladesh

Power Development Board (BPDB) has declared dated July 11, 2019 on the commercial operation date (COD) of

the plant with dependable capacity of 105 MW with effect from May 24, 2019. BSPL signed a power purchase

agreement with the state-owned Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB) on August 19, 2018, said the

disclosure. As per the agreement, the IPP plant implemented on a Build, Own, Operate (BOO) basis and the term is

15 years from the Commercial Operation Date (COD). Baraka Power Limited, an 'A' category company, was listed

on the local stock exchanges in 2011. The power sector company's consolidated earnings per share (EPS) stood at

Tk 1.27 for July 2018-March 2019 as against Tk 1.37 for July 2017-March 2018.
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Vivo to open mobile assembly plant in Bangladesh

Chinese smartphone manufacturer Vivo is all set to roll out the first mobile assembly plant in Bangladesh with full

foreign direct investment, as international companies flock to the country to make the best use of the favourable

tax regime.  The plant in Rupganj of Narayanganj will put together at least one million smartphones every year.

“We hope ‘Made in Bangladesh’ handsets will be available in the market within three months,” Tanzib Ahamed, an

assistant manager of Vivo Mobile Company (BD) Ltd, said in a written statement. “Vivo always ensures high quality

and the ‘Made in Bangladesh’ products will also be of best quality and at reasonable prices.” This will be the

Chinese company’s fifth factory, after two in China and one each in India and Indonesia. The company aims to

export ‘Made in Bangladesh’ handsets within a few years, Ahamed said. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/vivo-open-mobile-assembly-plant-bangladesh-

1771588
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অডিটর ও ডিএ ফার্মের ডিরুর্ে িযিস্থা ডির্ের্ে আইডিএডি

পেশাগত আচরণ ভঙ্গের দাঙ্গে ৩ অডিটর ও ২ ডিএ ফাঙ্গমের ডিরুঙ্গে িযিস্থা ডিঙ্গেঙ্গে ডদ ইন্সটিটিউট চযাটািে  অযাকাউন্টি অি িাাংলাঙ্গদশ (আইডিএডি)। ইিঙ্গভডিঙ্গগশি

অযান্ড ডিডিডিিাডর কডমটির (আইডিডি) তদঙ্গের ডভডিঙ্গত এই ডিোে ডিঙ্গেঙ্গে আইডিএডি। ফামেগুঙ্গলা হঙ্গলা: এ মডতি অযান্ড পকাাং, িুরুল আডিম অযান্ড পকাাং, পমাল্লা

কাডদর ইউিুফ অযান্ড পকাাং, এম এ তাঙ্গলি অযান্ড পকাাং, এিাং এি.এি ডমোডি অযান্ড পকাাং। গত ১১ িুলাই, িৃহস্পডতিার আইডিএডি’র ওঙ্গেিিাইঙ্গট এ িাংক্রাে

ডিজ্ঞডিও প্রকাশ করা হঙ্গেঙ্গে। আইডিএডি িূঙ্গে এ তথ্য িািা পগঙ্গে। Chartered-Accountant-1.jpg িূে মঙ্গত, এ মডতি অযান্ড পকাাং, পেশাগত আচরণডিডি

ভে কঙ্গর ডিউ পহাে ডফি ডমলি িাাংলাঙ্গদশ ডলডমঙ্গটঙ্গির ৩০ িুি,২০১০ অথ্েিেঙ্গরর ডিরীক্ষক হঙ্গেঙ্গে। পে কারঙ্গণ অডিট ফামেটির িযিস্থােিা েডরচালক এঙ্গক আবু্দল

মডতি পক দুই লাখ টাকা িডরমািা কঙ্গরঙ্গে আইডিএডি। আগামী ৩ মাঙ্গির মঙ্গিয িডরমািার অথ্ে েডরঙ্গশাি করা িা হঙ্গল ৩ িেঙ্গরর িিয তার পমম্বারশীে স্থডগত করা হঙ্গি

িঙ্গল িািাঙ্গিা হঙ্গেঙ্গে। িুরুল আডিম অযান্ড পকাাং, অডিটর ফামেটিঙ্গক পেশাগত আচরণডিডি ভে করার কারঙ্গণ ১ লাখ টাকা িডরমািা করা হঙ্গেঙ্গে। আগামী ৩ মাঙ্গির

মঙ্গিয িডরমািার অথ্ে েডরঙ্গশাি করা িা হঙ্গল ১ িেঙ্গরর িিয তার পমম্বারশীে স্থডগত করা হঙ্গি িঙ্গল িািাঙ্গিা হঙ্গেঙ্গে। পমাল্লা কাডদর ইউিুফ অযান্ড পকাাং., অডিটর ফামেটি

২০১৩-১৪ এিাং ২০১৪-১৫ অথ্েিেঙ্গরর বিি িাটিে ডফঙ্গকট প্রাকটিি োড়া কাি কঙ্গর োঙ্গে, ো পেশাগত আচরণডিডির লঙ্ঘি। পে কারঙ্গণ এমএ কাডদর পমাল্লাঙ্গক ১ লাখ

টাকা িডরমািা কঙ্গরঙ্গে আইডিএডি। আগামী ৩ মাঙ্গির মঙ্গিয িডরমািার অথ্ে েডরঙ্গশাি করা িা হঙ্গল ২ িেঙ্গরর িিয তার পমম্বারশীে স্থডগত করা হঙ্গি িঙ্গল িািাঙ্গিা

হঙ্গেঙ্গে।
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.


